Pocket Tools

!Migration HealthCheck™
for Db2 z/OS - Safely Move to Destination Next
-

Download our licensed freeware*

!Migration HealthCheck (MHC) is light-weight and fast
migration checker for all the objects within a Db2 subsystem. It reports a set of KPIs about all objects and
highlights those objects which are deprecated. Deprecated
does not mean “gone”, it means “do not use as it might go
in a feature release /function level (FL)." The problem is

Traveling light to the next level

clear- everything continues to run until a special action is

trouble-free – at minimal costs

necessary. Special actions are required in Db2 12 FL 503, in

Evaluates object level KPIs of a

FL 504, in FL 508 (see !Migration HealthCheck Users'

complete Db2 subsystem or

GUIDE). The MHC analysis is based on IBM's official

data sharing group

announcements and helps to modernize Db2 systems and

Highlights any Db2 objects that

indemnifies state-of- the- art operations.

are deprecated
Lists out all deprecated objects

“A quick migration is very often followed by a slow
recovery”

!EarlyPrecheck predicts
AccessPathChanges before they
take place

In today´s, extremely agile, Db2 world recommended
migrations happen a lot more often than in the good old

Assists in Db2 version migration
pre-and post-processing.
All HealthChecks come as a basic
Freeware to detect certain
problems and as a Fee-based

times of version migration, or of FL migrations. The
problem, is that they are simply not being actioned! Objects
get deprecated and are then simply left there until, at some
unknown time in the far future, they fail.

Option to recommend and
generate actions, such as the

Freeware Version

required commands and alters.

MHC Freeware reports deprecated objects and helps to
write a site-specific road map and gradually supports
resolving a few items a week from this list until they are all
gone.

!RealTime DBAExpert (RTDX)
(REORG-Option) generates the
necessary REORG to activate the
changes

Full Product version

Helps to identify deprecated

Once MHC has identified deprecated objects, it generates
the required ALTERs to migrate them.

objects in ISV software

* Freeware at https://www.seg.de/en/products/productlist/migration-healthcheck/requestmigration-healthcheck-freeware/
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